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INTRODUCTION OF JUDGES

       Ilaria Biondi de Ciabatti, born in Florence, lives

in Lima, Peru, entrepreneur, current president

of The Peruvian Kennel Club. She is member of the

Disciplinary and Arbitration Committee of the FCI,

member of the show judges and show commissions

of the FCI and is the Vice-President of The Judges

Committee of The Peruvian Kennel Club. She has

obtained her title in Cynology on 2008.

Ilaria Biondi de Ciabatti (Peru)

       Breeder of Chinese sharpei and poodles since more than 20 years with the

kennel name EL YOC. She has produced many champions. Her sharpeis have been

awarded numerous BIS, one of her sharpei was TOP DOG in the USA and others

won the World Championship in Helsinki (2014), in Milan (2015), in Moscow

(2016) and again in China (2019).

       She owns black standard poodle - Ricky (Afterglow Maveric Sabre), n° 1 dog

all breeds in the UK in 2013, winner of The Eukanuba World Challenge of 2013,

winnner (BIS) at The Cruft ´s in 2014 , World Champion for the years 2014, 2015

and 2016 in Helsinki, Milan and Moscow and BOV at the PCA in 2015 and 2016

BOB at The Westminster ´16.

       Ilaria is an All Breeds International Judge for all groups according to the FCI

breeds nomenclature. She judged in all continents including at the shows of the

Sections: A & C and EDS dog shows.



INTRODUCTION OF JUDGES

Günter Ehrenreich (Austria)

       My next dog was a Borzoi, 1984 I bought a Miniature Schnauzer in black-

silver, was a new color at this time, had one litter with here.

       1992 I passed my Judging exam for Schnauzer & Pinscher, now I’m a

International FCI Judge for the groups 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10, all Retriever and

Dalmatians. This year I want to finish Group 8. Was judging in mostly all Countries

in Europe, 15 times in Russia and at the World Dog Shows in Salzburg, Milano,

Moscow and Leipzig. In Leipzig I did Best Junior Group 9, this Papillon was Best in

Show and the year after BIS at Crufts. Was judging also at 4 European Dog Shows.

Had also the honor to judge 2 times at a IDC - World Dobermann Club Show, had

also a Dobermann on my home, my last dog was a Parson Russell Terrier, was the

President of the Austrian Parson and Jack Russell Terrier Club for 4 years. Now I

have a wired Miniature Dachshund in my home and a 2nd one will come. Be very

happy for the Invitation for the Poodle Club Show in Nitra and are looking forward

to see beautiful dogs and nice Poodle Lover.

       My name is Günther Ehrenreich, born 1957 in

Graz, a beautiful City in the southern part of

Austria, near the Slowenian border. 

       I started handling the white Dwarf Poodle

female of my aunt, when I was 12 years old. Got

my first own dog, a Dalmatian 1972, was the only

one Dalmatian in Austria who passed the SchH 1.
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VETERINARY REGULATIONS
Each exhibitor and visitor is obliged to submit a veterinary document confirming the

valid vaccination against rabies and infectious diseases older than 21 days.

PROTESTS
The protest may be submitted only for formal reasons and in writing at the exhibition

office during the exhibition, until the end of the judging in the ring, at the same time as

the deposit of €100, which will be forfeited if the Exhibitor makes a decision to the

detriment. A protest against the judge´s decision shall not be admissible.

CONSENT TO DATA PROCESSING
By registering the dog for the exhibition, pursuant to Section 13 of Act No.18/2018 Coll.

on Personal Data Protection, the Exhibitor gives his consent to the processing of

personal data (name, surname) and agrees to their publication and publication of photo

documentation from the course and results of the exhibition on the website

www.pudelklub.sk and social media Facebook and Instagram.

DOG´S SAFETY
The exhibitor is responsible for the protection and well-being of the dog during the

exhibition. It is strictly forbidden to expose dogs to situations of discomfort and health

complications, such as leaving the dog in the car at high temperatures or cruel

treatment of the dog. Violation of this prohibition will lead to exclusion from the

current and other exhibitions organized by The Slovak Poodle Breeders' Club.



RING CONDITIONS
Shows will take place in 2 rings in a large-capacity tent on a grassy area.

Each shown dog will receive a written critique.

The exhibitor is obliged to follow the instructions of the ring steward and the

organizer, must enter the ring in time and be marked with the correct catalogue

number, otherwise the exhibitor loses his right to be judged.

If the exhibitor should be judged at the same time in 2 different rings, he is obliged

to inform the ring steward, who will ensure a break.

The exhibitor is obliged to comply with the provisions of The Show Regulations of

the SKCHP and The Show Regulations of the SKJ.

It is prohibited to treat a dog with a substance that changes the structure, colour or

form of the coat, skin or muzzle.

Tying dogs on gallows except the time when the dogs is groomed is strictly

prohibited.

Loud encouragement (double handling) of dogs from outside the ring is forbidden.

The judge is obliged to exclude aggressive dogs from the judging.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
It will be possible to build show tents ONLY in the sections marked by the organizer

on the grass area.

Catalogue numbers will be given on the show site in registration tent.

The exhibitor shall be liable for any damage caused by him or his dog during the

exhibition. The organizer is not responsible for damage caused to the dog.

The organizer reserves the right to change judges.

Free running of the dogs at the show area is forbidden.

On the day of the exhibition it will be necessary to follow the current

epidemiological restrictions.



SKCHP CHAMPIONSHIP

Even at the Nitrava Poodle Show, you have the opportunity to get the titles

Candidate of SKCHP champion needed to win the SKCHP Championship

You will receive a rosette for SKCHP of a different color in each class.

The fee for the SKCHP championship is 15 EUR.

Even foreign exhibitors can ask for the SKCHP championship, regardless of

SKCHP membership.

After the Championship is recognized by us, you will receive diplom and

rosette.

minor puppyminor puppy

intermediate, open,intermediate, open,
  championchampion

puppypuppy juniorjunior

veteran, seniorveteran, senior honourhonour

Detailed conditions you can find at
www.pudelklub.sk in section

 "Klub" - "Klubové šampionáty"



minor puppy

puppy

junior

intermediate

open

champion

honour

veteran

senior

CLASSES

from complete vaccination to 6 months

from 6 to 9 months

from 9 to 18 months

from 15 to 24 months

from 15 months

from 15 months (for National or International

Champions)

from 15 months (for holders of the title of National or

International Champion), does not compete for BOB.

from 8 years

from 8 years. Castrated individuals may also participate.

They are not competing for BOB.

ATTENTION

Check the correct classification of your dog according to size and gender. If it is

not correctly assigned, require a reassignment in the registration tent before the

judging begins. Rearrangement of the dogs at the exhibition is only possible if the

error was caused by the organizer of the show.



CERTIFICATES

CAJC SR - can be obtained by poodle in junior class that have achieved excellent

1, separately dog and bitch.

CAC SR - can be won by poodle in the intermediate, open, and champion class

that have achieved excellent 1, separately dog and bitch 

Reserve CAC - can be obtained by poodles in the intermediate, open and

champion class, awarded with excellent grade 2, if in his class the title CAC has

been awarded. 

SKCHP Minor Puppy Champion Candidate: the title can be won by a poodle in

the minor puppy class, awarded with the very promising 1. 

SKCHP Puppy Champion Candidate: the title can be won by a poodle in the

puppy class, awarded with the very promising 1.

SKCHP Junior Champion Candidate: the title can be won by a poodle in the

junior class, awarded with excellent 1.

SKCHP Champion Candidate: the title can be won by a poodle in the

intermediate, open or champion class, awarded with excellent 1.

SKCHP Veteran Champion Candidate: the title can be won by a poodle in the

veteran and senior class, awarded with excellent 1. 

SKCHP Honour Champion Candidate: the title can be won by a poodle in the

honour class, awarded with an excellent 1.



TITLES

Junior Club Winner (at The Club Show): awarded separately in all sizes and

colours for dog and bitch. CAJC title holders compete for the title. 

Club Winner (at The Club Show): awarded separately in all sizes and colours for

dog and bitch. CAC title holders compete for the title. 

Junior Speciality Winner (at The Speciality show): awarded separately in all

sizes and colours for dog and bitch. CAJC title holders compete for the title. 

Speciality Winner (at The Speciality Show): awarded separately in all sizes and

colours for dog and bitch. CAC title holders compete for the title. 

Junior BOB: can obtain a dog or bitch that have won CAJC in the junior class. The

title is awarded separately in each colour and size. 

Best Of Breed (BOB): the title is awarded in all sizes and colours separately, for

the dog or for the bitch. All poodles from the junior class which have received

CAJC, the best adult poodles (Club Winner dog and bitch, Speciality Winner dog

and bitch) compete for the title. 

Best Of Opposite Sex (BOS): the title is awarded to an individual of the opposite

sex as BOB.



FINAL COMPETITIONS

Child and dog: children up to 9 years of age – contact of child and dog is

judged.

Junior handling I. (9-13 years) - can also compete with a poodle that was not

shown at the show.

Junior  handling II. (14-17 years) – can also compete with a poodle that was

not shown at the show.

The best couple: an owner (100% same owners of both dogs) can enter his

dog and bitch of the same size and colour that have been judged at the show. 

The best breeding group: the breeder can enter his breeding group of the 3-5

dogs or bitches of the same colour and size, which have been judged at this

show. The dogs do not have to be owned by breeder, but they must come from

the same kennel from at least two different litters, at least two different sires or

dams.

Best offspfrings after the Breeding bitch: the owner of the breeding bitch can

enter the competition, who shows 3-5 dogs after his breeding bitch and several

fathers. Offsprings after a breeding bitch may not be of the same colour. The

type balance and the quality of breeding is judged.

Minor Puppy BIS: dogs and bitches of all colours and sizes, which have won

the title SKCHP Minor Puppy Champion Candidate, compete together for the

title.

Puppy BIS: dogs and bitches of all colours and sizes, which have won the title

SKCHP Puppy champion Candidate, compete together for the title.



FINAL COMPETITIONS
Honour Class BIS: dogs and bitches of all colours and sizes, which have won

the title SKCHP Honour Champion Candidate, compete together for the title.

Veteran BIS: dogs and bitches of all colours and sizes, which have won the title

SKCHP Veteran Champion Candidate, compete together for the title.

The best of the size (at The Club Show) – all BOB title holders compete for

the title, each size separately.

The best of colour (at The Speciality Show) - all BOB title holders compete

for the title, each colour separately.

The best standard clip: all poodles that are entered to The Club Show can

enter the competition regardless the grade in the main competitions.

The best poodle in the movement: all poodles that are entered to The

Speciality Show can enter the competition regardless the grade in the main

competitions.

The best head and expression: all poodles that are entered to The Speciality

Show can enter the competition regardless the grade in the main competitions.

BIS - BOS: BOS title winners compete for the title, all colours and sizes

together.

BIS Junior: Junior BOB title winners compete for the title, all colours and sizes

together.

BIS at The Club Show: all winners of size compete for the title.

BIS at The Special Show: all winners of colour variety compete for the title.

Supreme BIS: the BIS title holders from The Club Show and The Speciality

Show are competing for the title.



Saturday, 15:00 - 16:00

FUN COMPETITIONS

The best dog´s costume (only 1. place is awarded) – Dress up your dog to

an original costume.

Poop raffle (lottery) - for every poop thrown into dedicated trash bin you

will receive one raffle ticket.

The best talent (only 1. place is awarded) – the owner must perform

various commands/tricks or the entire choreography with his poodle within a

time limit of 2 minutes. It is allowed to reward the dog during the show. 

The fastest call in (only 1. place is awarded) – the poodle must run as fast

as possible across the track with scattered "traps" when called by the owner.

The fastest poodle wins. It is possible to call the dog in any way, but the

owner must stay in the designated place. A helper/volunteer holds the dog

before the start. 

The most voracious poodle (only 1. place is awarded) – the owner of the

poodle will receive a bowl filled with various treats. At the moderator's

command, he places the bowl on the ground in front of the dog. The poodle

that eats the entire contents of the bowl first wins. It is also allowed to feed

the dog from the hand.

Registration will take place on Saturday from 07:30 to 12:00 and are free of

charge. FUN competitions will take place in the main ring in the following order: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



PROGRAMME SATURDAY

7:30 - 12:00

9:15 - 9:30

9:30 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

15:00 - 16:00

16:00 - 17:00

from 18:00

Entering of the dogs and registration to FUN competitions

Official Opening Ceremony

Judging in the rings

Lunch Break

FUN competitions

Final competitions

Poodle party on the show ground :)

PROGRAMME SUNDAY

7:30 - 12:00

9:15 - 9:30

9:30 - 13:20

13:20 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:30

Entering of the dogs

Official Opening Ceremony

Judging in the rings

Lunch Break

Final competitions



RING no. 1
Judge: Ilaria Biondi De Ciabatti

MEDIUM white (4) from 9:30

 brown (3)  

fawn (5)  

TOY black (9) from 10:30

DWARF black (9) from 11:00

 brown (7)  

fawn (13)  

gray (5)  

STANDARD white (21) from 13:00

 brown (2)  

LIST OF RINGS SATURDAY

RING no. 2
Judge: Günter Ehrenreich

MEDIUM black (7) from 10:00

 gray (4)  

TOY white (6) from 10:45

 brown (4)  

 fawn (2)  

 gray (2)  

DWARF white (7) from 11:45

STANDARD black (10) from 12:15

 fawn (10)  

 gray (7)  

ATTENTION: the timetable is only indicative.



Judge: Ilaria Biondi De Ciabatti

Child and dog

Junior handling I. (9 – 13 years)

Junior handling II. (9 – 13 years)

The best couple

The best breeder´s group

The best offsprings after breeding bitch

Minor Puppy BIS

Puppy BIS

Honour Class BIS

Veteran BIS

The best standard clip

continental clip

baby clip

scandinavian (terrier) clip

modern clip

english saddle clip

The best poodle of the size

TOY

DWARF

MEDIUM

STANDARD

BIS - BOS

BIS JUNIOR

BIS of The Club Show

Final competitions will take place in the main ring in the following order:

FINAL COMPETITIONS - Saturday



RING no. 2
Judge: Ilaria Biondi de Ciabatti

MEDIUM black (7) from 9:30

 gray (5)  

TOY white (5) from 10:30

 brown (4)  

 fawn (1)  

 gray (2)  

DWARF white (7) from 11:30

STANDARD black (11) from 12:00

 fawn (9)  

 gray (8)  

RING no. 1
Judge: Günter Ehrenreich

MEDIUM white (4) from 9:30

 brown (2)  

fawn (4)  

TOY black (7) from 10:30

DWARF black (6) from 11:00

 brown (6)  

fawn (10)  

gray (5)  

STANDARD white (16) from 12:30

LIST OF RINGS SUNDAY

ATTENTION: the timetable is only indicative.



Judge: Günter Ehrenreich

Child and dog

Junior handling I. (9 – 13 years)

Junior handling II.  (9 – 13 years)

The best breeder´s group

Minor Puppy BIS

Puppy BIS

Honour Class BIS

Veteran BIS

The best poodle in the movement

The best head and expression

The best poodle of the colour

WHITE

BLACK

BROWN

FAWN

GRAY

BIS - BOS

BIS JUNIOR

BIS of The Speciality Show

Final competitions will take place in the main ring in the following order:

FINAL COMPETITIONS - Sunday

SUPREME BEST IN SHOW
           Judges: Günter Ehrenreich + Ilaria Biondi De Ciabatti


